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Mikhail Belovol – Lincoln International Business School College Officer
What has been worked on in the past month?
In the past month I have:
Attended the College Meeting and introduced myself to the Academics of LIBS, which was
also my first point of contact with Craig Marsh. During this meeting I was invited to sit on
the Student Engagement Sub Committee, as well as being tasked with communicating the
update on LIBS to my School Reps.
As a result of this, I have set up and carried out a meeting with my School Reps.
In addition to this, I have also met up with Craig Marsh, Ernest Grainger and Farhan Ahmed
for an introduction to various expected duties of the College Officer role. Moreover, I have
also arranged and carried out a meeting with Farhan Ahmed and my School Reps regarding
TEF submissions, thus it is expected that TEF should not only be a problem but also a
positive experience for both my School Reps and I.
I've also attended the LIBS Academic Board where I reported on the above; I've also been
tasked to look into a few concerns that LIBS had which I promised that I would discuss these
with VPE. There are also plans in place for the School Reps to meet some key academics in
the future, for this, I hope that Kyle - Finance School Rep would join us. I also attended the
Rep Forum and introduced myself to everyone there.
Successes from the past month and any Reps Wins
Tom Marshal has been extremely good at participating in the SRG and I can see he is as
capable as was predicted. He is picking up on issues and communicates clearly with both
his school reps and course mates. We are also glad to announce that Rici will be
transitioning from People and Organizations to Postgraduate Officer which both myself and
Tommy are looking toward. I believe this role is better suited for her and will utilize her
talents much more.
Plans for next month
We will need a School Rep for People and Organizations as well as Strategy and Enterprise,
Whilst that is going on, we can finish off our assigned TEF task as well as discuss the raised
concerns from Academic Board with VPE. We also need to incorporate Kyle into the team
fully. I'd also like to carry out the meeting with my Rep team and Academics. At this point, I
would say that I can expect with a certain degree of accuracy that all of my School Reps will
be trained within either this or next month so I'm really looking forward to that.

